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Overview

• terminology updates
• strategic directions
  • Global LOCKSS Network
  • re-align technologies
  • engage communit(ies)
• ways to participate
• resources + notes
terminology updates

Private LOCKSS Network Meeting

Private LOCKSS Networks

LOCKSS Alliance Meeting

LOCKSS Networks
(Lots) More, Better Copies

“Terracotta Warriors” by Pedro Szekely under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
Global LOCKSS Network

“serials” by Timothy Vollmer under CC BY 2.0

“Galápagos giant tortoise on Santa Cruz Island” by John Solaro (sooolaro) under CC BY-ND 2.0
Realign Technology
Engage Communition(ies)
ways to participate

• LOCKSS community software development group
  • initial focus on network, node, content administration
  • general forum going forward for coordination + collaboration on software development efforts

• feedback on Global LOCKSS Network
  • let us know how it’s working for you
  • contact us if you’d be willing to hop on a call

• give an update on your work on monthly community call
  • contact us if you’d like to share your project
Questions